Consider a set X together with a c-algebra 28 of subsets of X. Let G be a family of ^"-measurable transformations on X, let p(X) be the convex set of all probability measures on 28 and let / be the convex set of all G-invariant probability measures in p{X). For /xep(X) we define 38^ = {Ae28: p(gA A A) = 0 for all geG} and we define 28 0 = {Ae28: gA = A for all g e G}. Then 28 0 z 28^ and both are a-subalgebras of 28. G is said to act transitively on X if for xeX, yeX, gx = y for some geG.
Consider a set X together with a c-algebra 28 of subsets of X. Let G be a family of ^"-measurable transformations on X, let p(X) be the convex set of all probability measures on 28 and let / be the convex set of all G-invariant probability measures in p{X). For /xep(X) we define 38^ = {Ae28: p(gA A A) = 0 for all geG} and we define 28 0 = {Ae28: gA = A for all g e G}. Then 28 0 z 28^ and both are a-subalgebras of 28. G is said to act transitively on X if for xeX, yeX, gx = y for some geG. (see Feldman (1966; page 84 ) for a discussion) and the result of this paper is one of this type. Our result was provided in the case where G is a separable topological group by Varadarajan (1963) .
THEOREM. Let G be a Hausdorff locally compact a-compact topological group of ^-measurable transformations on X such that the associated mapping (g,x) -* gx on G x X to X is jointly measurable when G is equipped with the a-algebra of Borel sets. Let fie I. Then neexl if and only if n{@! 0 ) = {0,1}. / / G acts transitively on X, there is at most one G-invariant measure in p(X).
Before proving this theorem we make some definitions. A fixed left invariant Haar measure on G will be denoted by dX. For a function <f> on G and geG, PROOF. <j> is uniformly continuous on G, and a sequence (g n ) can be chosen in G so that {l gi 4>-i = 1,2, •••} is uniformly dense in {/ 9 $: g e G}. Let K be the support of <f>, geG, e>0 and xe P|J°P(l gt <j),f). We may assume X(K)>0.
Choose i so that 
